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Massive data breaches, marketers tracking your every
move online, shady people exploring the photos you shared
in social networks, the list of digital annoyances goes on
and on. However, it’s not completely hopeless:

You do have control over your data.

By making a few simple changes to your devices and
accounts, you can maintain security against outside parties’
unwanted attempts to access your data as well as protect
your privacy from those you don’t consent to sharing your
information with.

And getting started is easier than you'd think! 

Here’s a guide for making a  few simple changes to protect
yourself and your personal information online:

PROTECTING YOUR PERSONAL
INFORMATION & DATA ONLINE

SECURE YOUR ACCOUNTS & ACTIVITY

A lot of websites offer
means to opt out of data
collection, but you need to
do so manually. Simple
Opt Out has direct links to
opt-out instructions for
major sites like Netflix,
Reddit, and more. Doing
this won’t eliminate the
problem completely, but it
will significantly cut down
the amount of data
collected.

Social accounts have a lot
of information about you,
and you might be surprised
how much of it is visible to
anybody on the Internet by
default. We strongly
recommend you check your
privacy settings to decide
what info you want to share
with complete strangers
versus your friends — or
even nobody but you.

Most modern messaging apps
use encryption, but in many
cases it’s what they call
encryption in transit —
messages are decrypted on the
provider’s side and stored on its
servers. What if someone hacks
those servers? Don’t take that
risk — chose end-to-end
encryption — that way, even the
messaging service provider can’t
see your conversations.

OPT OUT whenever
possible!

Check social
privacy settings

End-to-end encryption
messaging apps

Even if you can’t avoid sharing this
info with Internet services and online
stores, don’t share it with random
people on social networks. Consider
creating a separate, disposable e-
mail address and, if possible, a
separate phone number for these
cases. 

Use an encrypted mail server (like
Proton) as the email address for
your social  media accounts,  online
shopping and other online accounts.  
DON'T GIVE OUT YOUR REAL PHONE
NUMBER  ON RANDOM WEBSITES!
Use the app “MySudo” or “Burner”
for phone numbers.

Apps prompt you to give them
permissions to access contacts or
files in device storage, your camera,
microphone, geolocation, and so on.
Some really cannot work without
these permissions, but some use this
information to profile you for
marketing (and worse). Carefully
check and review the permissions
you give to them. 

Feeling overwhelmed? Google how
to fix the privacy settings for your
favorite apps!

Review
permissions
for mobile apps
and browser
extensions

Be Aware of 
Potentially 
Compromised 
Accounts 

In the past decade, data breaches and password leaks have struck
companies such as Equifax, Facebook, Home Depot, Marriott,
Target, Yahoo, and countless others. If you have online accounts,
hackers have likely leaked data from at least one of them. 

The clearest sign that you’ve been hacked
is when something has changed. You might
not be able to access your Google account
using your regular username and/or
password, or there may have been a
suspicious purchase charged to one of
your bank accounts. 

However, before any of your accounts are
compromised, there may be warning signs.
The account that someone is trying to
break into may warn you about unusual
attempts to log in. For instance, Facebook
and Google will send notifications and
emails alerting you to attempts to access
your account. 

Companies should be quick to tell you if
they’ve been compromised, but using a
breach notification service can also give
you a heads-up.

Want to know which of your accounts
have been compromised? Search for your
email address on Have I Been Pwned? to
cross-reference your email address or
phone number with hundreds of data
breaches.

Use a Password
Manager
and/or 2-Step
Authentication 

According to many experts, using a
password manager is the most important
thing people can do to protect their privacy
and security. 

Password manager programs, such
as LastPass and 1Password) generate and
remember different, complex passwords
for every account, and although they may
seem intimidating to set up, once you’ve
installed one you just need to browse the
Internet as usual. Whenever you log in to
accounts, the password manager saves
your passwords and suggests changing
weak or duplicate passwords.

Another action you should use is two-step
authentication—a service many popular
sites already use. As the name suggests,
two-step authentication requires two
steps: entering your password and
entering a number only you can access
(most of the time it's a code sent directly to
your email or to your phone as a text
message).

Keep your main
e-mail address
and phone
number private

Don’t use online services that are

meant for sharing information (like

files for collaborative projects, image

transfers, etc.) to store your private

data.

For example, Google Docs isn’t an

ideal place to store a list of

passwords, and Dropbox is not the

best venue for scans or  your

passport or drivers license (unless

they're kept in an encrypted archive).

Don’t use
public storages
for private
information

Secure devices
with passwords
or codes

Our computers and
phones store a lot of data
we’d rather keep private,
so protect them with
passwords or biometric
authentication. These
passwords don’t have to
be complicated and
unique, but they should
keep random people out.

When you visit a website,
your browser discloses a
bunch of stuff about you
and your surfing history.
Marketers use that
information to profile you
and target you with ads. A
browser extension like
uBlock Origin blocks ads
and the data they collect.
The uBlock Origin extension
also prevents malware
from running in your
browser and gives you an
easy way to turn the ad
blocking off when you want
to support sites you know
are secure.

Combine uBlock with
Privacy Badger, which
blocks trackers, and ads
won’t follow you around as
much.

Public Wi-Fi networks usually
do not encrypt traffic, and that
means anyone on the same
network can try to snoop on
your traffic. Avoid transmitting
any sensitive data — logins,
passwords, credit card data,
and so forth — over public
Wi-Fi.

To protect your data even
further from prying eyes on
public wi-fi, consider
installing the HTTPS
Everywhere extension. HTTPS
Everywhere automatically
directs you to the secure
version of a site when the site
supports that, making it
difficult for an attacker to
digitally eavesdrop on what
you’re doing (especially if
you’re on public Wi-Fi at a
coffee shop, airport, or hotel). 

Use Ad/ Tracker
Blockers to Thwart
Stalker Ads

Stay private
on Wi-Fi
networks

Check permissions for
mobile apps and
browser extensions

Many apps prompt you to give them
permissions to access contacts or
files in your mobile device storage,
your camera, microphone,
geolocation, and so on. Some really
cannot work without these
permissions (like Uber or Lyft) but
some use this information to profile
you for targeted marketing (and
worse). Carefully check and review
the permissions you give to them. 

Many apps that request
your location, like
weather, news apps, and
food delivery often work
just fine without it. The
most important thing you
can do now is to disable
location sharing for apps
already on your
phone. For instructions
and more ways to protect
your location data,  click
here! 

Turn off (or Limit)
Location Sharing
on Apps

Viruses might not seem as
common as they were a decade
ago, but they still exist. Malicious
software on your computer can
wreak all kinds of havoc—from
annoying pop-ups to cover
bitcoin mining to scanning for
personal information. If you’re at
risk for clicking perilous links, or
if you share a computer with
multiple people in a household,
it’s worthwhile to set up antivirus
software, especially on Windows
computers.

If your computer runs Windows
10, you should use Microsoft’s
built-in software, Windows
Defender. Windows Defender
offers plenty of security for most
people, but if you want even more
protection, the most well-
reviewed program i've found
is Malwarebytes Premium—it's 
unintrusive, works well with
Windows Defender, and it doesn’t
push out dozens of annoying
notifications like most antivirus
utilities tend to do.

Mac users are typically okay with
the protections included in
macOS, but iI  you want a second
layer of security, Malwarebytes
Premium is available for Mac too.

Use Anti-virus
Software on your
Computer 

PART II: GOOD PRACTICES

How to Avoid Social Media Addiction, Adopt

Healthy Online Practices for Work/School,

and Cut Down on Screen Time. 

3. Don't Get Trapped by "Streaks"

and "Daily Check-ins" trends

Remember: Things like "Snap Streaks"   are a trick
designed by program developers to keep you coming
back to the app every day. Talk to your friends about
ending the streaks so they don’t control you/become
a chore.

2. Unfollow Accounts That Make

You Feel Bad About Yourself

Comparing ourselves to others on social

media can create depression and anxiety.

Getting messages from people that make

us feel badly about ourselves also just

doesn’t feel good.

Go through your following list right now

on Instagram, & Snap, if seeing their

name doesn’t bring you joy, or gratitude,

or value of some kind, unfollow them.

In fact, just a few days ago a post
from English actress/model/radio host,
Jameela Jamil, asked her followers to
help persuade social media apps like
Instagram to get rid of "beautifying
filters" that can cause psychological
damage--especially in young adults--and
help start a conversation about the issue
(see post to the left). 

We know we’re putting on filters and only sharing

our best moments... but it’s still really challenging

to compare the “behind-the-scenes” of our lives

with everyone else’s highlight reel. Pay attention to

how social media is making you feel, and try to

notice when you’re taking actions in the real world

not for you, but for social media. 

Click

Pizza for

video

1. Social Media is not Reality 

And if you ever find yourself

feeling bad while comparing they

way you look in photos to

someone else on social media,

please refer to the pictures above

or the video on the right. 

1. FIGHTING THE ATTENTION VAMPIRES

As we talked about early on in the semester when we watched The Social

Dilemma,  it's easy to get lost in our screens as we tap from app to app and

scroll through social feeds--in fact it's too easy. Modern devices and social

media apps are designed to hook you in and keep you engaged, and in some

cases can lead to behavioral addictions to technology.

However, there are ways to take back control of your tech and give more

attention to the people and things in your life that matter more than strangers

online.  Here's some places to start!

4. Turn off ALL Notifications (except from real people) 

Notifications appear in RED dots because red is a

trigger color that instantly draws our attention.

But most notifications are generated by machines,

not actual people. They keep our phones vibrating

to lure us back into apps we don't really need to

be in.

To change:  Visit Settings > Notifications and turn off all notifications, banners, and

badges, except from apps where real people want your attention; e.g. messaging apps

like WhatsApp, Messenger, Signal, WeChat  etc. (and probably Canvas or other

required work/school apps). 

5. Make Apps you Spend the Most Time on Harder to Access 

One thing that has worked really well

for me to avoid getting lost in endless

social media scrolling/viewing is to

move the apps into a folder that isn't on

the home screen and have my to do list,

work apps, and "real people"

communication apps on my home

screen.

There are many layouts but the one

rule is: You must  put all your social
apps in a folder and banish it to the
furthest reaches of your smartphone;
the last of the home screens. If you

want to check them, your mind will

have to work for it.

A Note on Snapchat & Apps with "Disappearing Photos":

Just because an app make a photo disappear after X seconds DOES NOT mean
it actually does. In fact, according to this article from 2015, out of
403 government requests for Snapchat user information made during the six
month period between November 2014 and February 2015, the company
complied with 92% of them. 

But it's not just the government who might be looking at your photos. 

In this article from 2019 which had intel from multiple sources (including
former and current SnapChat employees as well as a cache of internal
company emails obtained by VICE) confirm that the social media giant Snap has
dedicated tools for accessing user data--including (in some cases) location
information, their own saved Snaps and personal information such as phone
numbers and email addresses.

Feel free to use this info the next time  someone asks to send a photo you don’t
want to send...or simply tell them to eff off. 

LEVEL UP!

If You've Completed Steps 1 thru 5 & You're Ready

For More...TRY THIS!

Delete Tik Tok → Make a dance or

funny video and send it to people you

love directly

Delete Snapchat → Use Text &

WhatsApp

Delete Instagram → Or at least

prune Instagram of “Joy Thieves”

{unfollow everyone who doesn’t make

you feel good about yourself}

This one is tough, but effective! It’s the easiest way to cut back and improve your

mental health, as these apps can easily gobble up so much of our time and

wellbeing. This does not mean stop messaging and sharing pictures & videos with

your friends! It just means moving those conversations to less toxic digital

environments.

If it’s not social media for you, what is that one app/ game that sucks you in the

most but leaves you with regret? Delete that one!

NOTE: This is FAR more effective to do in groups. High likelihood of an unsatisfying

outcome if you try and do it by yourself.

1. Download the "Distraction Free YouTube" browser extension 

You head to the site with a pure heart and the best of intentions – you’ll just watch a
clip about your research topic and then get the heck out, right? Wrong, before you
know it you’re binging on crazy cat videos and you can’t stop.

Enter DF (Distraction Free) YouTube, a Google Chrome extension that knows your
struggle and lets you get in, get what you need and get out.

When activated, it transforms the
appearance of your YouTube page,
eliminating recommendations, related
videos, and comments. This is just
what you need when you’re in work or
study mode and want to avoid the
situation where you meant to watch
one YouTube video but wake up two
hours later in a daze.

It's also great for when you’re using a YouTube video in a presentation.

2. ALL WORK AND NO PLAY  

One undeniable thing about being on  the internet—whether it's a desktop
computer, a Laptop/tablet or your Smartphone—is that distractions are
everywhere. From targeted ads to constant notifications from apps, emails and
messages (not to mention the ability to binge watch hours of tv shows and
movies and endlessly scroll through content) it's a wonder we get anything
done at all.

Some of the actions from the previous list — such as turning off notifications
and hiding social media apps from yourself—is a good place to start, but there
is even more you can do! 

Below you'll find some tips, tricks and programs that will help keep you
focused on work and off your screen! 

2. Keep your Phone in the Other Room

A 2017 study from the University of Chicago tested their hypothesis on something
called "Brain Drain", a theory that believes  the mere presence of one’s own
smartphone may occupy limited-capacity cognitive resources, thereby leaving fewer
resources available for other tasks and undercutting cognitive performance. 

The research revealed that "“Although
these devices have immense potential to
improve welfare, their persistent
presence may come at a cognitive
cost. Results from two experiments
indicate that even when people are
successful at maintaining sustained
attention—as when avoiding the
temptation to check their phones—the
mere presence of these devices reduces
available cognitive capacity.

Moreover, these cognitive costs are highest for those highest in smartphone
dependence"  (Ward et al.).

3. Monitor & Set Limits on Your App Usage

For iPhone users, a feature called
Screen Time, not only tracks your
screen time and app usage, but lets
you schedule limits and "Downtime"
away from certain apps and alerts.

If you're running the latest version of
Android, you can do the same with
Google's Digital Wellbeing app. Digital
Wellbeing gives you a dashboard
breaking down app usage, how often
you've unlocked your phone, and how
many notifications you've received.
You can also set app limits and turn
off notifications.

Tech and social media use can often create a sense of dissociation in how much time
you've spent looking at a screen. Monitoring your usage from app to app is a great
way to identify behaviors you want to change.

How to set up Screentime on your iPhone
How to set up Digital Wellbeing on Andriod

3. Replace Time Sucker Apps with Apps/ Browser Extensions

that Promote Productivity & Cut out Distractions

There are a number of apps and programs out there designed to help you focus and cut
out digital distractions, and finding one that works for you is probably one of the easiest
ways to protect your focus. This way, you keep the most distracting websites and social
media platforms from disrupting your work or study flow. 

Similarly, browser extensions like "Distraction Free YouTube" that was #1 on the list 
(hey, I couldn't very well have the first tip be "stay off your phone more") can also help
you use sites like Facebook and YouTube in more targeted ways. 

Here are some I think are worth checking out! 

Thrive puts a user into Thrive Mode
to block all apps, notifications, calls,
and texts except for "VIPs" you've
designated.

Freedom is different as it allows you
to distracting websites and apps on
all of your devices simultaneously for
set periods of time. This helps you
resist the urge to jump over to your
phone if you really want to check
Facebook but it’s blocked on your
computer.

The StayFocusd Chrome
browser extension allows you to select
the websites that are your biggest time
wasters and set the amount of time you
are allowed on these sites during the day.
Once you use up your time allotment,
those sites will be blocked so you can
concentrate on working.

The News Feed Eradicator extension blurs out Facebook posts for users who want to use
the app only as a utility for things like events and groups, while the Facebook Demetricator
extension hides like, comment, and share numbers to keep you from fixating on feedback
and rewards cycles. 

If you need more incentive
to stay off your devices,
you can motivate yourself
with gamification, too. My
new favorite on the list, an
app called  Forest,  plants
virtual seeds that grow into
trees the longer you stay
off your phone..

Even better, Forest partners with a real-tree-planting organization, Trees for the Future, to
plant real trees on Earth. According to the website, Forest users have helped Trees for the
Future plant over 1,086,013 trees so far! 

3. Balancing Your Physical Life & Digital Life

It's not just about being more productive in school or at work. Developing
healthier internet practices can help many facets of your wellbeing IRL (in real
life). 

Here are a few more Tips I've compiled to help you do more to nurture your
"offline" self: 

1. Don't Use Your Phone as Your Alarm Clock

Get a separate alarm clock in your bedroom,
and charge your phone in another room (or
on the other side of the room). This way, you
can wake up without getting sucked into
your phone before you even get out of bed.

This allows you to wake up and think your
own thoughts as well as prevents you from
immediately introducing stress and anxiety
into your day.

2. Create Phone Free Zones and/or Times

One key thing missing from the
way many of us use technology
is etiquette. When is it
appropriate to have your
smartphone out and when is it
considered rude? If you're
having a face-to-face
conversation with someone,
resisting the urge to pull out a
device is the first step toward
cutting out an unhealthy or
rude behavior.

Setting zones with your friends like “no phones during lunch” can be a helpful tool. If a friend is
breaking the rule a tap on the shoulder and asking “hey is everything ok?” Can be a good gentle
reminder of the agreement you made.

3. Start the Day with Some "Me" Time

A study from IDC Research showed that
about 80% of smartphone users check their
mobile devices within 15 minutes of waking
up each morning—and that’s a big problem.
Your thoughts, ideas, and focus are
hijacked by the new messages, emails, and
notifications that you’ve received.  In other
words, your mind will be occupied with
other people’s agenda — not your own.
Instead of starting your day by focusing on
your personal goals, you’re forced to react
to other people’s stuff.

Try to make a rule for yourself to stay off your phone for the first 30-60 minutes of your day as
often as possible. 

If you haven't made your Bedroom a "no phone zone" (see #2) or still use your phone as an
alarm clock (see #1), you can still do this by putting your phone on flight mode before you go to
sleep. This way, when you wake up, you’re not immediately sucked into new messages and
notifications.

4. Leave Your Phone At Home!

Most people haven’t gone outside without their smartphone in years. This means that the phone
has become a part of us (like honorary basically cyborgs). To reclaim your independence, make
it a habit not to have your phone on you every single moment of the day: 

Go on walks without your phone, and simply enjoy your surroundings. Grab coffee with a friend
and be fully present in the conversation. When you’re with friends or family, put all phones
together and enjoy each other’s presence.

5. Find Good Replacement Activities 

Think about and try out a few replacement activities to fall back on for when your brain craves
stimuli and distraction (because doom scrolling is not the answer!!). Obviously, you want to
replace the unhealthy stimuli of your phone with more productive activities. For example:

Read a book
Clean your house
Exercise
Take a walk outside
Create some art
Do Yoga/Meditate
Journal / Write
Watch a Movie
Bake or Cook 

Now that you learned how to help

yourself  protect your data and

break away from tech addiction, I

encourage you to help others too...

In addition to the easy task of passing along tips and
information from this lesson to friends and family
members, there is more work to be done. 

How can top social media platforms and Big Tech be
held accountable for protecting the public interest?

As a society, we’ve normalized digital lawlessness in the name of innovation and disruption.
We need guardrails that protect the conditions that democracy needs to thrive: a
comprehensively educated public, a citizenry that can check the power of market forces
and bind predatory behavior.

Dr. Shoshana Zuboff warns of four areas of asymmetric power that technology companies
wield over democratic societies in her book, The Age of Surveillance Capitalism:

🕵 ASYMMETRIC KNOWLEDGE & INFORMATION: “Surveillance capitalists know
everything about us, whereas their operations are designed to be unknowable to us.”

� ASYMMETRIC CAPACITY & CONTROL: “The essence of the exploitation here is the
rendering of our lives as behavioral data for the sake of others’ improved control of us.”

🏰 ASYMMETRIC SIZE & SCALE: “Hyperscale firms have become emblematic of modern
digital capitalism, and as capitalist inventions they present significant social and
economic challenges, including their impact on employment and wages, industry
concentration, and monopoly.”

💰 ASYMMETRIC RESOURCES: “The rules of the game have been transformed into
something that is both unprecedented and unimaginable outside the digital milieu and
the vast resources of wealth and scientific prowess that the new applied utopianists
bring to the table.”The Center for Humane Technology (which we learned about in The
Social Dilemma) provides innovative analysis and ideas for effective tech policies to
policymakers, technologists, the media, and the general public.

The Center for Humane Technology has come up with a list of policy principles and
recommendations  for effective tech policies to policymakers, technologists, the media, and
the general public.

Here are just some of the existing/proposed measures (the full list can be found here) 

Comprehensive federal privacy legislation including a private right of action, do-not-
track by default, do-not-sell by default
Ban data brokers
Expanded FTC authority + leaning into the “Unfairness” doctrine
The DATA Act 
Mandatory transparency libraries & tools, including user-friendly APIs
Political ads transparency, including purchaser identity & price transparency
Honest Ads Act
Filter Bubble Transparency Act 
Consider Section 230 reforms focused on tying liability to amplification/virality
Expand the FTC’s supervisory and rulemaking authority
Expand the FCC’s broadcast regulatory authority over social media-based comms/news
Pass the Algorithmic Accountability Act 
Pass the “Protecting Americans from Dangerous Algorithms Act” 
Adopt CorrectTheRecord / transparency / recall / notification mechanisms for take-
downs
Global Disinformation Index risk ratings of media sources
Protect rights to “cognitive liberty”
Ban behavioral advertising & micro-targeting/hyper-personalization (allow contextual
ads only)
KIDS Act 
PROTECT Kids Act 
Formal antitrust investigation into Facebook and Google

You get the point...but for data rights to really be considered human rights, and to end the
cycle of predatory surveillance capitalism and psychological profiling that manipulates
everything from what we buy to who we vote for, we have to care and fight for it. 

And if none of this gets your activist motor running, I hope some of the tips in this lesson
help you put down your phone long enough to see that there are very real-world issues
right now that desperately need our attention--from the legit terrifying climate crisis that
needs immediate attention; to fighting against systemic racism that has plagued not just the
U.S. but the world for centuries; to local and Florida state bills that threaten everything
from your right to peacefully protest to banning transgender female athletes from
competing on high school and college sports teams and that gives schools the power to
subject students to “physical examination” if their gender is disputed. 

The late and great Congressman and legendary civil rights leader John Lewis, once urged
us to “Get in good trouble, necessary trouble, and help redeem the soul of America.” I know
this class was a lot--and I truly hope the materials you encountered here have and will
inspire you to make real, meaningful change--not just to your digital lives (though I hope
that happens too) but to work towards a better world for all of us and generations still to
come. 

Be Brave, Ask Questions, Get into Good Trouble,
Thanks for sticking it through.

-Nico 
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